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INFO NOT ON NK VIDEOS AND TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS 
 
ADMISSION 

 Monitors will be synced to EPIC and should pull patient info once MRN is entered 

 Is selected PATIENT TYPE, select age group first. (NEONATE is really our infant setting, just couldn’t 
get the label name changed). 

 All patients will have PACEMAKER defaulted to ON. Will not display pacer spikes unless there is a 
pacemaker. Troubleshooting tip – electromagnetic interference can cause false readings in non-
paced patient as having a pacemaker. Turn PACERMAKER OFF to stop false alarm.  

 As a reminder, until the SPO2 sensor deactivation is resolved, the CICU will utilize the transport 
monitor docked in the CICU bedspace for accepting admissions from the OR and Cath Lab.  

 Prior to admission, check that the blue ended primary SPO2 cable is registering on the patient 
monitor (plug a sat probe in and ensure it illuminates)  
 If it is not:  Undocking, powering down, and re-docking the transport monitor (if feasible) may 

resolve this issue. 
 If these malfunctions are encountered:  
o Notify your unit's clinical chain of command as well as subject matter experts as soon as 

possible.  
o Contact HTM (phone 5-6166 M-F 7a-4p or page off hours 2300) and submit a SERS including 

the date, time, bedspace, and critically the tag number of the transport monitor.  
o Report these concerns, even if there is no clinical consequence or if successful in fixing the 

problem. Brief clinical details will help place the report in context.  These steps will assist 
advancing the investigation and resolution of these issues. 

 
‘Hot Key’ on bottom of monitor 

 LIMITS ALARMS – displays all the alarm limits for all parameters. The monitoring profile (ie. CHILD) 
will display above the trend graph 

 2 BED – allows ability to select two additional patients to view from current patient bedspace. Select 
8S STANDARD to remove from view. 

 SLEEP MODE – turns visual display and tones off in the room but on at the Central 

 MONITORING PAUSED – use when patient removed from monitoring. Will come off PAUSE once 
monitor detects input (ie. ECG leads plugged in). There is a 1-minute alarm paused feature when 
first activated. If patient is off monitor, ensure other items (ie. SpO2 probe) disconnected or 
monitoring will resume and alarm 

 TRANSPORT DATA – select when using transport monitor as a transport monitor 

 VITAL SIGN TREND – brings you to all the menus to review patient info on bedside monitor 

 TIMER – can add up to 3 timers to monitor screen. Swipe left on TIMER to get to DELETE option to 
remove from screen 

 VOLUME – select to locate your QRS and turn it on also location for your alarm volumes 
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SYNC port for defib is on the transport monitor between the SpO2 and ECG ports. It is white. (See pic)  

 
 
ECG Parameter 

 To have 2 or 3 ECG waveforms patient needs > 3 ECG leads on. Select TRACE 2 to add 2nd waveform 
(will not be a visible option if insufficient ECG leads) 

 If unable to increase or decrease heart rate limits, check in ARRHYTHMIA ALARMS as to the low or 
high for EXTREME BRADY and EXTREME TACHY, these may need adjustment 

 Use LEARN if displayed static waveform not matching current patient waveform (ie. patient flipped 
complex) 

 Arrhythmia Alarms should never be displayed as ARRHYTHMIA ALARMS OFF as these means VF & VT 
are OFF! Go to ARRHY ALARMS to turn back on. 

 An alarm of NOISE appears when there is interference in ECG detection (ie. loose lead) 
 

Pacer Spikes 

 Attempt changing leads: 2, 1, 3 (wait 30 seconds between switching leads) 

 Verify placement of leads, apply new leads, use skin prep 

 Turn off pacer mode off and pacer marker off; wait for monitor “learning” message to disappear 
then turn back on (approx. 30s) 

 If it is an older patient, try 6 leads, clean site with skin prep, use the 6 lead ECG cable  

 Verify patient profile/monitor age group correct (eg. Neonate for infant) 

 Verify under ECG- Arrhythmia Analysis QRS detection is the correct time is the correct age group  

 Under ECG Settings Detailed change filter to norm from max 

 Unplug ECG cable from monitor then re-plug back into transport monitor 

 Undock transport monitor from docking station, then redock 

 Have another transport monitor brought into bedspace and swap out 

 Power down the transport monitor that was not displaying pacer spikes 
 
Pulse Oximetry Parameter 

 “M” will appear next to the SpO2 value if there is poor signal quality 

 Detailed Settings: 
o Default SENSISTIVITY MODE is set at MAX 
o MAX should be used if patient is poorly perfused that is causing a weak signal  

 This is defaulted on in the CICU) 
o APOD (adaptive probe-off detection) is the least sensitive but intended for when ‘probe-off’ 

detection is important 
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o FAST SAT – defaulted to OFF but when turned ON is for rapid acquisition of SPO2 

 SPO2 Pre label SPO2 pre on NK (will pull into Powerchart) 

 SPO2 Post label SPO2 post on NK (will pull into Powerchart) 

 If SPO2 blue cable does not have the O2 sat illuminate:  
o Undocking, powering down, and re-docking the transport monitor (if feasible) may resolve 

this issue. (log a SERS if you encounter this as described under Admission) 
 
Respiratory Parameter 

 Imp RESP Measure – Under Detailed Settings:  
o Use to turn respiratory monitoring ON or OFF (defaulted ON) 

 
 Imp RESP Lead - Default is set to look RA to LL (R and F) but can be changed to RA to LA (R and L) for 

patients with rapid, shallow respirations 
 
NIBP Parameter 

 Default inflation pressure: adult (180mmHg), child (140mmHg), and neonate (70mmHg). Subsequent 
inflations are 30mmHg higher than the last systolic reading 

 If using a time interval instead of the manual default, START must be used to initiate the automated 
NIBP 

 If you have an infant that needs to the cuff to inflate over 140, use the Child/Adult cable with the blue 
BP cuffs 

o Change in profile from neonate to child (under the Admit Key) 
o Under NIBP, change the mode from neonate to child  
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o Under Detailed Settings adjust you inflate cuff pressure as per patient needs:  

 
 

ETCO2 

 Coming likely in 2021, will update timing when we know more 
 

Invasive Pressures (Labels that pull into Powerchart) 

 ART 

 ART 2 

 UAP 

 UVP 

 CVP 

 RAP 

 LAP 

 PAP 
 

Alarms:  

 If alarms and you are planning to adjust your limits: adjust you limits and then clear the alarm by 
pressing silence 

 NIBP: if it alarms due to BP being out of range. Press the silence key to quiet the alarm.  
1. Adjust your limits if appropriate. Cycle another BP.  
2. If you do not wish to adjust your limits. Cycle another BP 

 
MISC 

 There is no calculator  

 As you remove cables, press the silence key to refresh the monitor  
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REMOTE  

 

 
 Every bedspace has a patient monitor remote control (picture above) 

 Channel 1 will work for every bedspace 

 1= Alarms paused 

 2=Monitor paused 

 3=NIBP 

 4=Record  

 5= Zero All 

 6=Sleep Mode 
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PATIENT DATA REVIEW ON BEDSIDE MONITOR (120 hours) 
 
Review of patient data at bedside monitor can be accessed by either VITAL SIGN LIST hot key or from MENU 
HOME 
 
TREND GRAPH 

 graphs up to 6 parameters for trends over time 

 Event categories are displayed below the graph 

 The front/back arrows move cursor on the time line to skip between events 
 
VITAL LIST  

 detailed vital sign display 

 Can change time intervals for more or less detail 
 
FULL DISC  

 actual waveforms of parameters 

 waveforms will display alarm color if an event occurred 

 Scroll bar on right allows quick navigation to desired date/time 

 Selection frame displays 6 seconds of waveforms 

 EVENT NAMES can be used to set the name of an event 

 Touch a waveform to zoom in with scroll bar appearing at bottom to go forward/backward around 
selected waveform 

 
ALARM HISTORY  

 last 20,000 alarms of blue, yellow, and red alarms 

 Displays alarm time, alarm priority, classification, and description 

 Last 12 alarms will display, use right side scroll bar to go past the last 12 

 Use filters at bottom to view only high, medium, low, or all priority alarms 

 Use Alarm type filers to filter through arrhythmia, high/low limit violations, or technical alarms 
 
ARRHYTH RECALL 

 last 20,000 arrhythmia alarms with 6 seconds before and after each event, can be changed using lower 
left settings button (looks like a sun) 

 Has alarm priority filters for high, medium and low level alarms 

 Once an alarm is selected, touch again to zoom in, can use scroll bar to go forward/backward 

 EVENT GRAPH displays arrhythmia trend alarms 
 
 
 


